CHAPTER 6 ESTIMATION OF RELIABILITY FOR STRESS-STRENGTH CASCADE MODELS

Introduction
As the complexity of a system increases, its reliability decreases unless compensatory measures are taken. System reliability can be increased by increasing the reliability of its associated components, but sometimes this cannot be achieved beyond certain limits. An alternative way to increase the reliability in such situation is to have redundant configuration of components in the system. Cascade system is one special type of standby system. Cascade redundancy is a hierarchical standby redundancy, where an array of components (finite in number) are arranged in an order of activation. Here, the first component is active and the remaining components are at standby.
The brunt of attack, in the first instance is borne by the active component. If it survives the attack, the system also survives with no loss and is ready to face the next attack. However, if the active component fails then the next component in the array has to face and withstand the 'cushioned' attack on it. The stress acting on the subsequent active component will be ' ' times the stress of the previous failed components, where ' ' denotes stress attenuation factor.
There are studies available in literature which deal with cascade models, to name a few Pandit and Sriwastav (1975) have featured relevance of geometric distribution in the study of behavior of a cascade system. Raghavachar et.al (1983) presented a closed form solution of stress attenuated reliability function for n-cascade system when both stress and strength follow identical distributions. Uma Maheshwari et.al (1993) studied stress attenuated reliability for n-cascade system whose stress and strength follow normal and exponential distributions respectively. Rekha and Shyam Sunder (1997) have also highlighted a similar cascade system where stress and strength follow gamma and exponential distributions respectively. They showed that for higher parametric values and lower attenuation factors a high degree of reliability could be attained. Rekha and Chechu Raju (1999) endeavored to present a closed form solution of stress attenuated reliability function for n-cascade system with exponential stress and standby strengths following Rayleigh and exponential distributions. Shyam Sunder (2012) has studied stress attenuation for cascade system when both stress and strength follow Rayleigh distribution. Gogoi and Borah (2012) have obtained inference for cascade models by considering one-parameter exponential strength and two-parameter gamma stress. In the present study an attempt is made in defining reliability for a cascade system with the joint effect of stress as well as strength attenuation factors.
Quality improvement is a continuous process, where the limitations encountered during the functioning of a system needs to be rectified. Based on the experience of earlier failures (nature of failure, reasons for failure, frequency of failure, etc.), one can notice the weak points (resulted due to the stress) and accordingly undertake remedial measures to fine tune the factors contributing towards strength of the standby component associated with the stress-strength cascade system. This phenomena of fine tuning the factors contributing towards strength of the standby component, supports incorporation of strength attenuation factor for the cascade models under study.
denote the strengths of n-components in the order of activation and let 1 , 2 , … … … , be the corresponding stresses acting on them. In a n-cascade system after every failure the stress gets modified by a factor ' ' (stress attenuation factor) such that 2 = 1 , 3 = 2 = 2 1 , … … … , = −1 1 here, > 1 and we assume that the strength gets modified by a factor ' ' (strength attenuation factor) such that
The reliability function of the system with 'n' components is defined as,
where, Using results of (6.1) and (6.2), we obtain the reliability function for the proposed (1+1) cascade model as,
The life testing experiment is described in Section 2.2. The MLE of reliability function and reliability estimator using Uniformly Minimum
Variance Unbiased Estimators (UMVUEs) of the parameters is obtained in the same section. Asymptotic distribution of the parameters is derived in Section 2.3. Computation and comparison of estimators of reliability function (using MLE and UMVUE of the parameters) along with the findings of the study are discussed in Section 2.4. Appendix -IV outlines the computer programme (in C) and MATHCAD software document used for computation of reliability function and estimators of reliability function.
Life Testing Experiment and Estimators of Reliability Function
To obtain the estimators of ' 2 ', suppose ' ' systems whose reliability function is defined as in expression ( respectively. The joint probability density function of the random variables 1 , 2 ( = 1,2, … … , ) and 1 , 2 ( = 1,2, … … , ) is given by,
where,
The log-likelihood function of equation (6.4) is obtained as,
Differentiating the log-likelihood function in equation (6.5) partially with respect to , and equating it to zero, we get the MLEs of and as,
Solving equations (6.6) and (6.7) simultaneously, we get,
Differentiating the log-likelihood function given in equation (6.5) with respect to , and equating it to zero, we get the MLEs of and as,
Solving equations (6.10) and (6.11) simultaneously, we get, Here, 1~ Exponential( ), implies 1
] is the UMVUE of parameter (6.15)
On similar grounds we have, * = [
] is the UMVUE of parameter (6.16)
] is the UMVUE of parameter (6.17) 
Asymptotic Distribution
To obtain the asymptotic distribution of ̂ ,̂ ,̂ ,̂, let us denote the Fisher Information Matrix of , , , as ( , , , ).
here, 
Computation and Comparison of Estimators
For the ℎ system, the random variables 1 , 2 (with respect to strength) and random variables 1 , 2 (with respect to stress) are generated independently as follows:
Step 1 Step 2: The whole procedure in Step 1 is repeated for = 0 number of systems and the statistics 1
are obtained.
Step 3 are obtained.
Step 5 
Estimation of Reliability for a (2+1) Cascade Model
Reliability Function
In the present study attempt is made to estimate the reliability for a cascade model with three components out of which two are active (working) and one is at standby i.e. (2+1) will function with modified strength 3 = 1 ( 2 ) and will be affected by stress 3 = 1 ( 2 ). Here, ' ' and ' ' denote the strength attenuation factor and stress attenuation factor respectively such that 0 < < 1 and ≥ 1. Consider, similarly,
here, The life testing experiment is described in Section 3.2. The MLE of reliability function is obtained in the same section. Bayes estimator of reliability function is obtained in Section 3.3.
Life Testing Experiment and MLE of Reliability Function
To obtain the estimators of ' ', suppose ' ' systems whose reliability function is defined as in expression ( given by,
(6.26)
The log-likelihood function of equation ( Solving equations (6.32) and (6.33) simultaneously, we get,
Substituting the value of ̂ from (6.34) in equation (6.33), we get,
Using the invariance property of MLE, the MLE of reliability function ' 2 'is obtained by substituting the MLEs of , , , [from equations (6.30), (6.31), (6.34) and (6.35)] in equation (6.25).
Bayes Estimation of Reliability Function
To obtain the Bayes estimator of reliability function ' ', consider the prior distributions of λ and μ (Box and Tiao,1973) as,
Here, we assume that strength and stress attenuation factors are known i.e.
= 0 and = 0
The joint probability density function ' 1 'of the random variables- The above expression can be evaluated using numerical methods.
